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â€œThe two poems which, together, are popularly known as the MartÃn Fierro form what is often

regarded as the greatest single Spanish American work in creative literature. Appropriately, it draws

from Spain the language and verse forms which have long been the vehicle of improvisation, the

didactic folk wisdom of old Spanish proverbs, the Spanish interest in law whether formally codified in

the fueros and the Siete Partidas or informally mocked by the pÃcaros in its practical application,

and the Spanish emphasis upon individual worth and independence. Even more directly, the

MartÃn Fierro is national in feeling, portraying the Argentine rural scene and the social aspirations,

institutions and events of a great transition period of Argentine history. â€¦ Rooted in Spain,

Argentine in content, universal in interest, the MartÃn Fierro is one of the worldâ€™s great books

and should be more widely known abroad. â€¦ This edition is improved by the availability of original

and translation on facing pages.â€• â€” Madaline W. Nichols in Inter-American Review of

BibliographyIncluded in CHOICEâ€™s selection of Outstanding Academic Books of 1968â€“69.
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I wrote a review some time ago with a similar title for the hardcover of this edition of Martin Fierro.

This is the paperback of the same edition that I praised so highly in that review. Unfortunately, the

hardcover is now out of print, so I'm transferring the information here, so that anyone who is still

seeking the best available edition (in English translation) of the infamous Martin Fierro knows a bit

more about this edition.Due to confusion regarding the general way these reviews are sometimes



organized on , I will specify that the edition I am writing about has the following ISBN-13:

9780791458600 Martin Fierro. I do not claim to be writing about any other edition.This is a bilingual

edition, with left pages in the original spanish, right pages in english, it's fully annotated (sometimes

with the exact same notes for the english and the spanish reader, sometimes with particular

explanations for just one reader or the other -- which leads me to believe the editors really gave

some thought in their preparation of this volume), it's illustrated (with extremely simple black and

white reproductions of the classic Antonio Berni paintings), and it's COMPLETE & UNABRIDGED

(which is to say that it contains BOTH Martin Fierro and the Return of Martin Fierro, which is very

difficult to find in translation -- most editions will NOT have the Return).
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